Inclusion of ground motion-induced uncertainty in structural response evaluation is an essential component for performance-based earthquake engineering. In current practice, ground motion uncertainty is often represented in performance-based earthquake engineering analysis empirically through the use of one or more ground motion suites. How to quantitatively characterize ground motion-induced structural response uncertainty propagation at different seismic hazard levels has not been thoroughly studied to date. In this study, a procedure to quantify the influence of ground motion uncertainty on elastoplastic single-degree-of-freedom acceleration responses in an incremental dynamic analysis is proposed. By modeling the shape of the incremental dynamic analysis curves, the formula to calculate uncertainty in maximum acceleration responses of linear systems and elastoplastic single-degree-of-freedom systems is constructed. This closed-form calculation provided a quantitative way to establish statistical equivalency for different ground motion suites with regard to acceleration response in these simple systems. This equivalence was validated through a numerical experiment, in which an equivalent ground motion suite for an existing ground motion suite was constructed and shown to yield statistically similar acceleration responses to that of the existing ground motion suite at all intensity levels.
Introduction
Over the past several decades, performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) has attracted significant attention in both research development and engineering practice (FEMA356, 2000; Ghobarah, 2001; Gu¨nay and Mosalam, 2013; Sfahani et al., 2015) . One of the most attractive features of this philosophy is the ability to account for response uncertainty in a more explicit manner than traditional methods. PBEE requires accurate consideration of major sources of uncertainty in its analysis, including (1) ground motion (GM) uncertainty (record-to-record uncertainty), (2) structural system uncertainty, and (3) numerical modeling uncertainty. In most PBEE procedures (Baker and Cornell, 2003; Hamburger et al., 2003; Pang et al., 2010; Porter, 2003) , the consideration of uncertainty sources and their propagation behavior is empirical. Typically, GM-induced uncertainty is considered to be the dominant contributor to the uncertainty of structural performance (Kwon and Elnashai, 2006; Lee and Mosalam, 2005; Liel et al., 2009; Yin and Li, 2010) and is routinely included in performance-based seismic analysis using a suite of GM records. In most analyses where a GM suite is used, other uncertainty sources are neglected (Kim and Rosowsky, 2005; Wong and Harris, 2012) . In terms of methods to select GMs, Baker and Cornell (Baker, 2011) proposed a conditional mean spectrum (CMS) to assess the difference of GMs based on the parameter e on spectral shape. This is an assessment approach mainly focusing on spectral acceleration without considering other characteristics of the GMs. Bradley (2010 Bradley ( , 2012 proposed a generalized conditional intensity measure (GCIM) approach through comparing the distribution of the identified intensity measures of GM suite with the target GCIM distribution. There are also research efforts toward selecting GM suite to better represent uncertainty in scenario earthquakes (e.g. Wang, 2011) with corresponding tools (e.g. Wang et al., 2015) . As of now, there has not been a systematic way to quantitatively compare different GM suites with a focus on their impact on induced structural response uncertainty. Choosing one GM suite over another can sometimes be subjective and based on the discretion of researchers and engineers, which does not ensure equivalence between different analyses regarding structural response uncertainty. This background provided the impetus for this study.
Among the commonly used GM suites in the current seismic research, the FEMA P695 (2009) project identified a suite of 22 GMs; another suite of 20 earthquake GMs was suggested by Krawinkler et al. (2001) for the nonlinear time history analysis of wood frame buildings. Nielson and Pang (2011) developed a procedure to randomly pick records from a GM data pool containing 160 records for a bridge structure fragility study. The rationale of using such a large GM suite is similar to conduct Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation or Latin hypercube sampling method for approximating random variables (Dolsek, 2009; Fragiadakis and Vamvatsikos, 2010; Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis, 2010) . Different from traditional MC simulations, the number of GMs is quite limited (compared to a typical MC simulation in reliability analysis) due to the computational expense of time history analysis. In alternative design methods available in ASCE7-10 (2010), a minimum of three GMs is required. The code specifies the scaling of these GMs but does not address the uncertainty associated with these records explicitly. When a particular GM suite is selected for the analysis, it is implicitly assumed that the selected suite of GMs is ''representative'' of the GM variability for the given structure site. However, many studies have indicated that the outcome from this analysis will be sensitive to the GM suite used (Nielson and Pang, 2011; Ramanathan et al., 2010) . Even when one wishes to select among several potential GM suites, it is difficult to compare them rationally.
Furthermore, even for a given GM suite, the level of uncertainty it introduces to the structural response will vary depending on the hazard level (i.e. scaling of the GM suite). In this study, the mechanism of how the influence of GM uncertainty on response uncertainty can be affected by GM suite scaling will be investigated for idealized linear and elastoplastic systems and metrics to quantify the influence of GM uncertainty along with intensity will be proposed. The procedure for conducting the proposed analysis is summarized in Figure 1 . This study consists of investigation of two simple systems: linear elastic system and elastoplastic system. For the linear system, GMinduced uncertainty from a given GM suite can be characterized by coefficient of variation (COV) spectrum of the GM suite, which will be introduced in detail later. For the elastoplastic system, the key to quantify GM uncertainty is the development of a parametric model for incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) curves. The proposed models for the systems were validated with numerical examples.
Multi-record IDA
IDA Cornell, 2002, 2004) , which has been extensively used by researchers ever since its development, is a parametric analysis method used to provide insight into the performance of structures subjected to different levels of GM intensity. When combined with a GM suite scaled to different intensity levels, IDA can be used to develop many core components of PBEE, such as structural response distributions and fragility curves. Considering uniform scaling (all GM records in a suite scaled with the same factor), the intensity of the GM suite (not of the individual records) can be quantified by a single value I, which may be taken as the average value of a user-selected intensity measure (e.g. spectral acceleration and peak ground velocity (PGV)) for all the records in the GM suite. In this study, the focus is the uncertainty in engineering demand parameter (EDP) (e.g. maximum drift, acceleration, and damage) represented by its COV. The propagation of GM uncertainty in seismic responses of a certain structure can be formulated as
where COV R is the COV of the maximum structural response of interest; COV EQ represents the GM uncertainty of the GM suite selected, which can be quantified by the COV of the key GM parameters of records (the appropriate parameters will be discussed in later sections); f is a vector representing the structural characteristics of the dynamic systems; I is the intensity level of the GM suite defined earlier; and g() is a general function representing uncertainty propagation. The benefit of this uncertainty propagation formulation is twofold: (1) the characterization of GM uncertainty can be quantified independent of GM intensity (i.e. scaling), which means that once the GM records in a suite are selected, there will be a consistent representation of the underlying uncertainty for the GM suite regardless of the scaling; and (2) the influence of GM suite intensity on structural response uncertainty is decoupled from the GM uncertainty characterization. While equation (1) is conceptual and the viability of this formulation needs further proof, it will be shown in the following sections that such an uncertainty propagation formulation can be derived for simple dynamic system responses. It will also be shown that the key to achieve this formulation is to establish the relationship between the shape of the structure's IDA curves and intensity-independent GM parameters. IDA curves have been routinely used to describe the change in maximum structural response quantities as a function of GM intensity. Based on the shape of the IDA, there are two main categories as shown in Figure  2 (curves generated from time history simulation of elastic and elastoplastic single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems). Note that the horizontal axis in Figure 2 is the maximum acceleration of the SDOF system while vertical axis indicates the PGV of the input GM. The Type I curve has constant slope representing a linear system; the Type II curve represents elastoplastic SDOF system IDA curves, for which the post-yield IDA curve can be approximated as a straight line.
The mechanism of GM-induced uncertainty propagation can be illustrated using a conceptual multirecord IDA scenario. Considering a GM suite containing N records, the corresponding IDA curves for a given structure will form a ''band'' shown conceptually in Figure 3 . As there are more than one record, the intensity level in Figure 3 can be defined as the average intensity of the GM suite. Initially, when the intensity is low, there will be a linear region in which the COV R remains constant. Then, when the GM suite reaches a particular intensity level I 1 , the first record within the suite will push the structure into nonlinear region. As the intensity continues to increase, other records will start to ''yield'' the structure, until the intensity reaches I 2 at which the structure behaves nonlinearly for all records. When plotting the change of COV R against GM suite intensity, one should expect three distinct regions of GM intensity in which the GM uncertainty propagates differently in structural responses, namely, the linear constant region (Region I, I \ I 1 ), mixed transitional region (Region II, I 1 \ I \ I 2 ), and nonlinear region (Region III, I . I 2 ). For a group of Type II IDA curves shown conceptually in Figure 3 (a), a possible behavior of COV R as a function of I is illustrated in Figure 3 (b), which is not constant at different intensity levels. The phenomena of this changing about COV R can be observed in real nonlinear systems, such as the data points shown in Figure 4 , which were constructed using the maximum accelerations of an elastoplastic oscillator under the Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) GM suite (Krawinkler et al., 2001 ). The variables k 0 , k 2 , and I y in Figure 4 (a) will be discussed later. Figure 3 illustrates IDA curve samples and the corresponding COV curve along with the intensity. A similar relationship can be established for a fragility, which is the distribution of intensity given a target response. The response conditional distribution on intensity and fragility are both very useful for decision making in PBEE. Their difference lies in the way that information about the uncertainty in the structures response is summarized. From Figures 3 and 4 , we know that the key to quantify the uncertainty propagation mechanism in multi-record IDA is the shape of IDA curves. In the following sections, the COV R of the maximum acceleration will be studied quantitatively as an example for simple linear and nonlinear oscillators. Key GM characteristics that control the shape of IDA curves for simple structural systems will be identified. It is intended to use these key GM characteristics to quantify GM uncertainty so that this uncertainty in different GM suites can be compared rationally.
Quantify GM-induced uncertainty for linear systems
For linear systems, the maximum structural responses are approximately proportional to the elastic response spectrum of the earthquake record at the structure's natural frequency. As a result, the IDA curve is a straight line and the GM uncertainty can be quantified by the uncertainty in the GM spectral acceleration. Figure 5 shows the COV of the acceleration response spectrum (termed hereafter as the COV spectrum) for two commonly used unscaled GM suites, that is, the CUREE GM suite (Krawinkler et al., 2001 ) and the FEMA P695 GM suite (FEMA-P695, 2009 ). Note that the COV spectrum is a scaling-independent characteristic of a given GM suite and can change for different damping ratios.
For linear systems, once the COV spectrum is established for each GM suite (as shown in Figure 5 ), a closed-form propagation rule for the response uncertainty caused by GM uncertainty could be derived as
where COV spe (T, j) is the COV spectrum of acceleration, displacement, or velocity (note that the COV spectrum will be identical for the three types of responses) for a GM suite as function of natural period T and damping ratio j. When comparing two GM suites for the purpose of using them in linear system analysis, two different GM suites can be considered equivalent if their COV spe (T, j) values at the system natural period match closely. For example, the CUREE and FEMA P695 suites can be considered equivalent for a 5% damped linear system with a natural period of 0.74 s, but are statistically different for structures with natural periods of 1.0 s ( Figure 5(b) ). The same condition is shown for a 1% damped linear system for T = 0.76 s and T = 1.31 s (Figure 5(a) ). Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of maximum displacement responses of two 3-degree-of-freedom linear shear building models excited by the CUREE and FEMA P695 suites. Note that the average PGV of CUREE suite is scaled to be same as the one of FEMA P695 suite for the comparison of displacement distributions. The two 5% damped shear buildings have the first mode periods equal to 0.74 and 1.0 s, respectively. For the system with a natural period of 0.74 s, the CUREE and FEMA P695 suites almost yielded identical CDFs (Figure 6 (a)), while this is not the case for the system with a natural period of 1.0 s (Figure 6(b) ). Furthermore, the COVs of maximum displacement responses in Figure 6 (a) closely matched the corresponding GM suite COV spectrum at the natural period (COVs of structural responses for single or 3-degree-of-freedom oscillators with 0.74 s natural period all almost equal to 0.5 in Figure 5(b) ). In other words, for application of linear system analysis, the influence of GM uncertainty on response uncertainty can be quantified by its COV spectrum. Figure 6 (c) and (d) provided additional proof with 1% damping ratio case that response uncertainty of linear system is dictated by COV spectrum of the GM suite used. Compared to the more general formulation in equation (1), the uncertainty propagation for linear systems is independent of the GM suite scaling.
Quantify GM-induced uncertainty for elastoplastic SDOF system acceleration Applying the proposed GM uncertainty propagation formulation (equation (1)) to the simplest nonlinear system, the maximum acceleration of the elastoplastic SDOF system was considered in this study. The GM intensity is represented by the PGV. Simulation shows that the IDA curve of the elastoplastic system acceleration has a Type II shape with two segments separated by a yielding intensity point (the intensity at which the elastoplastic system yields). As shown in Figure 4 (a), one can simplify the IDA curve as a bilinear function which has three control parameters. The parameter k 0 is the initial slope of the IDA curve, parameter I y is the intensity level at which the system yields, and parameter k 2 is the slope of the curve after yielding. As a result of this change in the slope of the IDA curve, the uncertainty propagation becomes intensity dependent for even the simplest nonlinear system.
Defining elastoplastic SDOF system parameters
Since this study aims to decouple GM suite uncertainty, a simpler definition for elastoplastic systems is adopted here. An elastoplastic SDOF system can be defined with three physical structural parameters, namely, initial stiffness, damping ratio, and the yield displacement. In order to make the study results more generalized, initial stiffness and yield displacement were replaced with two dimensionless variables, namely, the initial natural frequency w n (equals to ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k=m p ) and the normalized yield displacement C y
where u y is the yield displacement, m is the mass, k is the initial stiffness, and g is the gravity acceleration.
Regression of the IDA curves
With the structural system parameters defined, the shape of the IDA curve, defined by parameters k 0 , k 2 , and I y shown in Figure 4(a) , can then be calculated using C y , v n (or T), damping ratio j, and key GM parameters (be identified later in this section) for any given GM record. The initial IDA ''slope'' k 0 can be calculated as
where S a (T, j) denotes the acceleration response spectrum of a GM record (unit: g) and I 0 is the corresponding intensity value of the unscaled GM record. The yielding intensity I y can also be calculated relatively easily because it has a physical meaning, which is the intensity level at which the system yields. Thus, for an individual record, when the maximum displacement of the elastoplastic SDOF system is equal to the yield displacement, the scaling can be expressed as
where D (T, j) is the displacement response spectrum. The displacement response spectrum can be expressed by the pseudo-acceleration spectrum (A(T, j)) as
Then, substituting equation (7) into equation (6)
For the case with a small damping ratio, the pseudo-acceleration spectrum can be assumed to be the same as the total acceleration spectrum (Chopra, 2012) . So, equation (8) can be formulated as
Substituting equation (4) into equation (9)
From equation (10), one can see that the seismic intensity at the yield point is determined by the C y and k 0 . For a given system subjected to a GM suite with multiple records, the intensity (I 1 ) (Figure 3(a) ) is directly dependent on the record with the smallest k 0 in the suite while the I 2 is controlled by the record with the largest k 0 .Thus, k 0 and C y completely determine the elastic part of the IDA curves. Note that k 0 = I 0 / S a (T, j) can be seen as a key GM parameter.
In order to derive the post-yield trend of the IDA curve, the slope (k 2 ) needs to be quantified as well. This parameter is controlled by the nonlinear characteristics of the structure and cannot be derived in a closed form. Thus, a series of nonlinear time history simulations were conducted using elastoplastic oscillators with different earthquake GMs to identify the trends. Using the PGV as the intensity measure, the simulations showed that there is a linear relationship between parameter k 2 and the natural period T of the oscillator in logarithmic scale (shown in Figure 7 , the data are generated using records from CUREE GM suite for the elastoplastic system with 5% damping ratio and C y = 0.4)
where the coefficients a and b are functions of key GM parameters and structural system parameters. Logically, because the coefficients a and b control the shape of the IDA curve, the GM parameters that influence the value of a and b must be intensity-independent. In other words, the value of k 2 should not be a function of GM intensity. Based on earlier studies (Riddell, 2007; Yang et al., 2009) , there are a number of intensity-dependent measures that can be used to characterize a GM quantitatively. The ratio between these measures (e.g. PGV/ PGD) is typically intensity-independent (or normalized) that they remain constant when the GM record is scaled. Table 1 shows some of the intensity measures selected in this study to construct the intensityindependent parameters. Further information about these measures can be found in the literature (Riddell, 2007; Yang et al., 2009) .
A correlation analysis between normalized intensity measures and the coefficient a and b was conducted. Through a trial-and-error process, the normalized intensity measure which has the strongest correlation with coefficient a and b was identified in this study. In the analysis, the widely used CUREE and FEMA P695 GM suites were used. The analysis considered a wide range of elastoplastic SDOF systems with different initial natural periods (from 0.3 to 2.0 s), normalized yield displacements (from 0.1 to 0.4), and damping ratios (from 1% to 5%).
In the correlation analysis, PGV/EPV of the GMs is found to have a strongest correlation with coefficient a. Figure 8 shows the relationship between coefficient a and PGV/EPV. The simulation also showed that the damping ratio j has little effect on a. Thus, we can formulate coefficient a as a function of C y and velocityrelated GM measure as
where l and b can be modeled as linear functions of C y (as it can be shown in Figure 10 (a) and (b)). Thus, equation (12) Figure 9 demonstrates that the coefficient b is also strongly related to the normalized intensity measure (PGV/EPV) and that the C y does not affect the value of b. Thus, the normalized GM parameter PGV/EPV and the damping ratio are used as predictors of b, in functional form as 
where parameters (m, h) are modeled based on the simulated data (through regression analysis) as functions of damping ratio j in percentage, as shown in Figure 10 (c) and (d). Note that although the values of l, bm, and h are obtained from regression analysis of the data in Figures 8 and 9 , it will be shown later in the validation example that the value of these parameters are quite general and can be applied to a completely different GM suite. Thus, coefficient b can be calculated as
It is worth noting that the IDA curve for maximum acceleration will be parallel to the vertical axis (PGV axis) after yielding for the undamped system (i.e. maximum acceleration should be constant after yielding), which means the slope (k 2 ) should approach positive infinite. The formulation in equation (15) does ensure that the value of b approaches an infinite value when the damping ratio approaches zero.
Uncertainty propagation formulation
Through regression and the derivation outlined above, the functional form of the IDA curve for the acceleration response of the elastoplastic oscillator was obtained for an individual GM record. In order to derive the uncertainty propagation of a GM suite that has multiple GM records, a simple linear transformation of the IDA curves can be performed. Recall that for an individual record, PGV was used as the GM intensity measure. For a GM suite, one can define the average PGV (mean of PGVs), that is, I = P n 1 PGV i =n as the GM suite intensity measure. Note that other intensity measures such as peak ground acceleration (PGA) can also be used, and the results will only differ by a linear factor. In order to conduct uniform scaling of the suite, a normalized relative intensity vector p = ½PGV 1 , PGV 2 , . . . , PGV n =I that represents the relative PGV magnitude of all records within the suite can be defined. This normalized relative intensity vector p will be kept unchanged during the scaling process. The PGV of the ith individual GM can be calculated as I 3 p i given the suite intensity I.
The IDA curve parameters k 0 , k 2 , and I y (derived using the individual record PGV as the intensity measure) can be transformed into the suite IDA curve (the suite average PGV is used as the intensity measure). The formula is below y are the IDA curve parameters when plotted using the suite average PGV as the intensity measure. After this transformation, the analytical function of individual IDA curve can be obtained for uniform scaling of the GM suite. Then, the COV of the maximum acceleration can be calculated analytically. Following equation (1), the uncertainty of the elastoplastic SDOF system acceleration under a given GM suite can be calculated as 
where I i indicates the intensity (such as PGV) of the ith individual record; S a (T, j) i , PGV i , and EPV i indicate the spectral acceleration, PGV, and EPV of ith GM record, respectively; and I is the GM suite intensity for uniform scaling that is calculated as average of all individual intensity measures. A max,i indicates the maximum acceleration response function for ith IDA curve. Note that if the intensity is smaller than the smallest I 0 y among a GM suite, this means the structure will behave linearly for all GMs, and the COV of structural responses is constant and equals to the j damped COV spectrum value at T (Figure 5 ). Through this formulation, the uncertainty of structural responses can be completely determined by the structural system (T, C y , and j) and the intensity-independent GM suite parameters (PGV/EPV and I 0 /S a (T, j)). Thus, for a given structure, the GM uncertainty can be represented by the PGV/EPV and I 0 /S a (T, j) statistics of the GMs within the suite. This essentially decouples GM uncertainty from the scaling of the GM suite.
Validation of the GM-induced uncertainty propagation characterization
In order to validate the effectiveness of the GMinduced uncertainty propagation characterization method proposed, two types of validation processes were adopted in this study. First, the established uncertainty propagation formulation (equation (19)) was applied to a randomly selected GM suite. This validation is needed first because the formulation and the regression parameters (equations (13) and (15)) were obtained using the CUREE and FEMA P695 suites. Thus, it is necessary to show that the resulting regression parameters are robust enough for any GM suites. Second, the equivalency of the GM uncertainty is validated by generating a GM suite that approximately has the same I 0 /S a (T, j) and PGV/EPV statistics as the CUREE GM suite. Then, nonlinear time history simulations were performed using both GM suites to show that by matching I 0 /S a (T, j) and PGV/EPV distribution, a matching distribution of the elastoplastic system acceleration responses can be obtained at various intensity levels. In other words, if the EDP of interest is the maximum acceleration for elastoplastic SDOF systems, the two GM suites are equivalent as long as they have similar I 0 /S a (T, j) and PGV/EPV statistics.
Validation of uncertainty propagation formulation
For validation of the uncertainty propagation formulation, the eight GMs randomly selected from the NGA GM database (Chiou et al., 2008) are listed in Table 2 . Several different elastoplastic systems were examined, including those with natural periods of 0.5 and 1.5 s, 1% and 5% damping ratio, and normalized yield displacements of 0.1 and 0.4. The COV of responses calculated using the proposed uncertainty propagation formulation is presented in Figure 11 as dashed lines, while the real COV values simulated from time history analysis are represented as solid lines. From the comparison in Figure 11 , one can see that the uncertainty propagation formulation can quantitatively characterize the change in COV R with the increasing intensity level in all cases. This is especially true for the linear and transitional intensity regions, that is, the formulation captures COV R trends almost perfectly for all oscillators. However, after all the records in the GM suite produce yielding of the structure, the prediction formulation may underestimate COV R values. This underestimation is likely due to the numerical fluctuation of the simulated IDA curves in the post-yielding region, which is not captured by the elastoplastic IDA shape approximation.
Validation of GM uncertainty equivalency
GM uncertainty equivalency in this study is defined as the situation in which different GM suites produce structural responses that have the same level of uncertainty (measured by COV) at different seismic intensity levels. According to equation (19), the I 0 /S a (T, j) and PGV/EPV are identified as the main GM parameters that control elastoplastic system acceleration response uncertainty. As a result, if these two parameters of different GM suites are similar (having similar distributions), the equivalence of uncertainty in elastoplastic system acceleration responses is ensured. In order to validate this proposed GM uncertainty equivalency, 20 GM records (named as Eq20 GM suite and listed in Table 3 ) were selected from the 1600 earthquakes in NGA GM database (Chiou et al., 2008) . The two key parameters (I 0 /S a (1 s, 5%) and PGV/EPV) of these 1600 earthquake records were calculated. Based on these key parameters, the GMs which have almost same values of the two parameters of the GMs in CUREE GM suite were selected (the CDFs of two key parameters of Eq20 GM suite and CUREE GM suite are shown in Figure 12 ). Two different elastoplastic systems (with different C y ) were subjected to both GM suites. The COV R trends are plotted in Figure 13 . It can be shown that these two GM suites are truly equivalent with regard to the acceleration response uncertainty at different intensities. This result validated that it is possible to establish quantitative uncertainty equivalency between two different GM suites using the method proposed.
Conclusion
This article presented a new approach to quantify and decouple the GM uncertainty from the uniform scaling process in multi-record IDA. The uncertainty quantification approach was applied to linear system responses and elastoplastic SDOF system acceleration responses and validated using a variety of simplified structural models and GM suites. The GM-induced uncertainty propagation quantification for a given system was performed by establishing a functional relationship between the IDA curve shape and intensity-independent measures of the GM record. For a given linear system subjected to a GM suite, the COV R of maximum structural responses is a constant which is determined by the GM suite's COV spectrum at the linear system's dominant natural period. For elastoplastic SDOF systems, the trend of COV R for maximum acceleration responses will change with the GM suite intensity level. The uncertainty in the acceleration response was controlled by I 0 /S a (T, j)and PGV/EPV of a GM suite and intensity-independent structural properties including the normalized yield displacement, natural period, and damping ratio. Using the formulation proposed, the GM uncertainty can be decoupled from the hazard intensity. This formulation also provides a quantitative way to establish equivalency between two GM suites with regard to structural responses. This study is limited in its scope that only linear system responses and the acceleration responses of elastoplastic SDOF systems were considered. Although the formulation of GM-induced uncertainty is shown to be viable for simple systems, the application of the proposed approach to more complicated nonlinear systems needs to be explored in future studies. The regression formula derived in this study will need to be modified if the IDA curve is for other EDPs (such as displacement).
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